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Introduction
Manufacturing in multiple inventory organizations with a highly mobile product mix requires a different approach.
When products move rapidly across inventory organizations, ownership of the design and manufacturing
information is tenuous.  Products that are designed and prototyped within one organization may quickly transfer to
another organization(s) for volume manufacturing.  These also could be included as elements of an entirely new
design.  It’s desirable to implement corrections or improvements to the product in all of its applications.  However,
some changes that are beneficial to one product or organization may be detrimental to another.

In this type of environment, the most effective method is to manage your engineering data in the master
organization.  This includes items, revisions, Bills of Material (BoM) and Engineering Change Orders (ECO).  You
can then enable child inventory organizations to build identical products.  This ensures that two organizations will
build or utilize a common product consistently.

When considering a change to a common product, the impact on other areas must be assessed. Each inventory
organization is not completely independent.  They each need to function in their own self interest, but bear in mind
the full ramifications of their actions.   To borrow a phrase from the environmental movement, they must Think
Global and Act Local.

Background
Applied Materials is the world’s leading provider of semiconductor manufacturing equipment.  The competitiveness
of our customers drives this market towards short development cycle times.  Utilizing common components in new
applications can greatly reduce time to market and scheduling risk.  Startup of a billion-dollar wafer fab can be
delayed due to a single piece of manufacturing equipment.

The market also tends to create steep production ramps.  A new technology can quickly become the primary product
in the production schedule.  On the other hand, demand for a product that seems to be on the brink of consuming all
of your capacity can quickly dry up.  During initial development and testing, products can be built in low volume
pilot lines in close proximity to the developers.  Those that are in high demand can be produced with low costs and
short cycle times in a volume-manufacturing site.  Here, the processes are extremely sensitive to design changes.
The impact of every change must be carefully assessed. We’ve met these challenges by developing systems that
allow us to quickly transition products across inventory organizations.  We maintain our items, revisions, Bills of
Material and ECOs globally.  This enables us to build them using the most appropriate resources and processes.

Benefits
By centralizing engineering data, you can realize numerous benefits.

The most important is in how your customers perceive you.  Presenting consistent information is important for
customer relationship management.  You fight hard to establish confidence in your products, The customer may
quickly change their opinion when given conflicting information or believe you don’t have control over your change
processes.  Frankly, they don’t care what inventory organization your products are built in.  They want consistent
performance, quality and reliability regardless of the structure of your manufacturing data.  The best way to achieve
this is by centralizing your engineering data.
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This has beneficial side effects to your internal business.  You can share common components and assemblies
among various products without limitations of a single organization.  This can shorten design cycle times; it’s much
faster to utilize an existing component than create a new one.  Using existing components also will greatly reduce
your schedule risk.  Since you’ve already purchased and used the item, it should have better quality and
performance.  Sharing components will ultimately lead to higher volumes and give you more leverage to lower
costs.

The centralization of data also promotes concurrent product development. A common engineering data repository
makes it much easier to enforce corporate standards.  Typically, Document Control groups provide corporate part
numbering standards, drawing and documentation standards.  Having a common language, standard, and data
improves communication.  It is a common language that doesn’t require translation or verification of meaning

This approach also allows you to maintain flexible production capacity across inventory organizations.  As product
mix or volume dramatically shifts, you can exploit underutilized capacity in other inventory organizations.  In our
business, a product can quickly go from pilot manufacturing to volume production.  When this happens, the product
can be enabled in another inventory organization, but because the engineering information is master controlled, you
know it’s the same in both organizations.

At a technical level, centralized engineering data provides a single place for interfacing to the PDM systems and any
other applications.  The approach we took also eliminates costly customizations to keep item and BoM data
synchronized across all organizations.  The ability to use common data across organizations reduces the size of BoM
master improving system performance.

The centralization of data still allows decentralized processes.

We have successfully implemented a greatly decentralized engineering change control process.  We can receive
inputs to designs from across the globe and yet still maintain control.  The entire corporation can have visibility to
all engineering information including pending design changes.

We set up each organization to execute its own MRP, with inter-org dependent supply and demand.  Centralized
data allows planners in each organization to have visibility to global engineering changes and evaluate material
impacts at organizational and corporate levels.

Exploiting Oracle Manufacturing
In many ways, you can capitalize on standard functionality in Oracle Manufacturing.

The BoMs define your products more than most other things.  Maintaining them in the master organization allows
you to do a Global Where Used of a component item. The view of global usage of items has tremendous benefits in
the engineering community.  A design engineer may very easily evaluate impact of any changes across all
organizations.

The ability to create Common BoMs, across organizations, then allows you to use your BoMs consistently in every
inventory organization. This keeps them synchronized across all organizations. This guarantees you can produce
consistent products and still manage a high rate of change. This facilitates assessing the impact of changing a
component item used by many products across several inventory organizations. When a component has a safety
issue, you can feel confident that you’ve addressed it across the company.

Likewise, you can perform Mass Changes on a component.  If a part becomes obsolete, it can easily be replaced in
all products in every organization. The parent items impacted by a Mass Change can be limited through a range of
items or categories or by specifying a User Item Type.  Since a Mass Change can be made directly to the BoM or
through an ECO, you still maintain appropriate control.  Updating your BoMs becomes a much easier undertaking,
which means they’re more likely to be correct.  In effect, you create a BoM Master in the master organization.
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The use of Common BoMs also means that ECOs completed in the master organization will impact the BoMs in all
organizations.   All of your products can benefit from BoM corrections or design improvement of an item. A single
ECO, with the appropriate review and approval, can implement the change across the company.  Proposed design
changes and change history are visible consistently across the corporation.  You can reap the rewards from learning
at various sites without the restrictions of an inventory organization.  This is critical in an environment like ours
where the pilot and volume manufacturing reside in separate inventory organizations.  A change can originate from
either site and everyone can benefit from it.  Pending changes with MRP Active are visible to MRP plans in all
organizations.  This is true even though the ECO is being performed in the master organization where there are no
MRP plans.  An ECO to correct a BoM error will impact the MRPs while the ECO is still being routed for final
approval and disposition.

By writing global ECOs in the master organization, we still retained the ability to update open work orders. Master
organization ECOs, on implementation, will update the open WIP jobs in any of the organizations.  We avoided
having to set up a communication mechanism to update the shop floor personnel of implemented changes.

You define how centralized your item information is by configuring item attribute controls at the Master or
Organization level.  We actually need most of our attributes to be controlled by the Organization.   There are few
key attributes that warrant Master level control.

The Description of the item provides a common representation of its function and definition.  The Item Status and
status controlled attributes can ensure you consistently apply business rules, particularly those related to the product
life cycle. We set up our statuses to set the value for most of their attributes. We also tightly integrated them with the
ECO process.  When you execute the ECOs in the Master organization there is always a fear that the process will
spin out of control.  Changes originated in one organization can have dramatic negative impact on another.  As a
product moves from a concept through full production, the level of business controls required steadily increases.
Similarly, the scope of people impacted by an ECO grows as the product matures.  One of the criteria used to build
our ECO workflow is the Item Status.  As the need for more business controls rises, the amount of review, approval
and implementation steps increases accordingly.  By tying the ECO workflow to the Item Status of revised items, we
gain assurance that we’re involving the appropriate people in our change control process.

Challenges
However, Oracle Manufacturing presents some challenges to companies wishing to realize these benefits.

Oracle allows an item to have different revisions across organizations.  Since we strive to use common parts to
shorten design cycle times and improve reliability, the part could be represented differently in each organization.
The same part with inconsistent revisions across organizations presents an inconsistent image to the customer.
Consider their frustration as you try to explain that the part they just received is identical to the one that they ordered
last week even though they reflect different revisions.  The explanation that the part was sourced from two different
inventory organizations would probably not earn you much trust.  As you try to clarify this to the customer, they
would probably begin to get the impression that you don’t have adequate control over your processes.  In our
business, the customers are extremely precise.  Their products have structures smaller than a quarter of a micron and
a very slight variation in the equipment could cause them to scrap huge amounts of product.  They need assurances
that a replacement part is identical to the original.  If it’s not, they need to clearly understand the differences.  A
simple three character revision can build confidence or cause them concern.  It also would be confusing to your
suppliers.  Since another benefit of sharing common parts is high volumes and discounts, it’s important the
communications with the supplier are clear that the requirements for one organization are identical to those in
another.

We solved this problem with a simple customization that synchronizes revisions in all organizations.  If a revision is
created or updated in any organization, either directly, via an ECO or through an interface, those changes are
reflected in every organization that the item is assigned.  A concurrent program is scheduled to run periodically to
implement the revision changes across the enterprise.
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The most significant challenge comes from Common BoMs.  Simply put, they have too much in common.  Ideally,
we simply want to share the BoM structures, and not all the other attributes.  While the majority of the component
attributes were manageable, WIP Supply Type, Subinventory and Locator needed to be addressed.  These are very
specific to the inventory organizations and must be maintained there.   We created a custom table and form (see
Exhibit 1.) to maintain these attributes by inventory organization.  Simple modifications were required to WIP
Explosion and Kanban Planning programs to use the organizational attributes from the BoM.

Exhibit 1: WIP Attributes

A better long-term solution would be to have ability to define control level for each of the BoM attributes.  This
would be similar to how the item attributes are controlled.

Another possible enhancement would be to create a form for “pushing” the BoM to other organizations similar to
item organization assignment.  Common BoMs currently must be assigned in each using organization and “pulled”
down from the master organization.  This is tedious and can cause BoMs to not be located where they’re needed.
Wide use of common BoMs also highlights a problem with organization assignment.  As stated before, we strive to
encourage the use of existing components in new designs.  However, to add a component to a BoM through an ECO,
it must be assigned to every organization that has a common BoM assigned.  Since organization assignment is
controlled through the item master, it’s challenging to provide an easy remedy.

In a common BoM, the Operation Sequence is also forced to be identical, negatively impacting Routings.  Further
complicating the issue, Routings can’t be made common across inventory organizations, only within them.  We
currently have very limited use of routings and have developed a manual work-around process for their use.
However, as we begin to exploit them further, a more elegant solution will be required.
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By writing global ECOs in the master organization, we also lost the ability to tie change effectivity dates to item
use-up based on MRP plans.  Since MRP is run at the organization level, master organization has no link to the
individual MRP plans.

Conclusions
In a fast paced business climate, where change is the only constant, gaining control over your engineering data can
be challenging.  Managing it in the master organization and utilizing it in child organizations yields many benefits.
You can instill more confidence in your customers, leverage underutilized capacity, realize benefits of learning in
any organization and shorten product development.  By making the most of standard Oracle functionality, you can
minimize the challenges.  Configurable item attribute controls and Common BoMs easily place the information in
the appropriate organizations.  However, there are some side effects that should be addressed.  Item Revisions, and
BoM material control attributes can cause significant problems.  With some minor customizations, you can
overcome these issues and finally begin to Think Globally and Act Locally.
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